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Good morning, Chris   
  

     When I added Ecuador-focused mining
company Core Gold (TSXV-CGLD; OTC-CGLDF)
to my recommended list about 10 months ago, I
was astonished to find that most "experts" even in
the resource arena were unaware that the
company's management had changed nearly a
year prior. 
 
     Until current C.E.O. Keith Piggott and his team
came in back in September, 2016, the company
(formerly known as Dynasty Metals & Mining) had
pretty much been run into the ground. Millions of

dollars of bills to vendors were unpaid, as were wages. Workers were
rebelling. Exploration and development activity had pretty much ground
to a stand still.  The company was in danger of losing its concession
areas; as those of you who have followed the company know, some of
the highest-grade and most prospective ground in the country. 
 
     Almost two years later, the recovery and growth of the
company under Piggott's care is picking up steam. Gold production
is slated to double over the next year. Great strides have been made in
paying off the debt--and cleaning up the bigger mess in so many areas--
left by past management.
 
     Not long ago I interviewed Piggott on this turnaround and--even
more important for the future--the astonishing exploration potential
here. You can listen to this interview--and check out my initial
recommendation of the company--RIGHT HERE. 
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     Just a few days ago, Dr. Allen Alper of Metals News chatted with
Piggott as well; you can check out that conversation RIGHT HERE, via
the Stockhouse web site. This lengthy discussion will update you on all
the "nuts and bolts" of what is not only a compelling turnaround
story, but one of the most explosive growth stories in the
exploration space, PERIOD!
 
     As I'll also be updating my Members on shortly, Ecuador continues to
garner attention as THE hot new mining jurisdiction in the world. And
when you get your head around Core Gold's renewed growth and
exciting exploration upside, you'll appreciate not only why its share price
has held up MUCH better than is the case with its peers, but -- beyond
that -- STILL doesn't begin to reflect its likely value. 
 
     So take the time to acquaint -- or reacquaint -- yourself with Core
Gold, one of the most compelling recommendations I have made to my
Members here at The National Investor.
 
    And as always, if you have any questions or comments, let me know!
 

All the best,
  

Chris Temple -- Editor/Publisher
 The National Investor

 https://nationalinvestor.com/
  

You can get information anywhere.  Here, you get knowledge. 
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